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Abstract:

In this paper an object-based CAD programming is used to take advantage of
standardization to handle the schematic design, sizing, layout for services in a
building ceiling void. From the specification of the building 3D model, our
software proceeds through different steps; from the determination of the
standard number and size of fan coils to the generation of 3D solutions. In
order to deal with more complex geometry and larger problems, we have used
a hybrid approach: Case Based Reasoning (CBR) within Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (CSP) approaches. In practice, engineers in building
services use previous solutions and adapt them to new problems. CBR mirrors
this practical approach and does help us to deal with increasingly complex
geometry effectively, and meanwhile CSP has been used for layout adaptation.
The results have shown that it is possible to define and implement standard
solutions to produce designs comparable with current practice. The
benchmarking exercise has underlined many advantages and made some
suggestions for further development. This project is funded by The
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) in UK.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Standardization is widely recognized as a key element in reducing design
time, cutting construction costs and ensuring efficient design solutions. The
previous project “Building Services Standard Solutions implemented in
CAD” (B. Medjdoub, P. Richens and N. Barnard, 2003) has shown that it is
possible to define and implement standard solutions to produce designs
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comparable with the practice. The previous project dealt with middle size
problems within simple geometry using constraint-programming technique
to implement the design rules and the solution generation algorithms.
In this project, our approach uses standard solutions in conjunction with
IT and extends the work of the previous one for fan coils to make the
solutions useable for more complex geometry. This will bring benefits in
terms of increasing the range of applications for which the solutions can be
used (with consequent reductions in design time etc.) and to improve its
usability. The extension to deal with more complex geometry will be based
on Case Based Reasoning (CBR) (B. Dave, G. Schmitt et al., 1994) (M.H.
Sqalli, L. Purvis et al., 1999) (A. Aamodt and E. Plaza, 2000) as well as
Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) approach. Very often, design
engineers retrieve similar solutions from case based and adapt them to new
problems. CBR mirrors this practical approach and will help us to deal with
increasingly complex geometry effectively. In this paper we do not deal with
pipe routing.
The objectives of the project are:
• Implement the standard solutions in an industry standard CAD system
using advanced techniques in Artificial Intelligence combining CBR
with CSP.
• Develop an interactive and friendly user interface, simply to use with a
high-level modification of the 2D and 3D solutions.
• Test and evaluate the standard solutions against conventional ones in a
benchmarking exercise with our industrial partners.

2.

FAN COIL STANDARD SOLUTIONS

The standard solutions were developed in consultation with practicing
engineers. They are essentially a collection of rules that address the
selection, sizing and location of services equipment in the ceiling void. The
rules are in a number of different forms including:
• Schematics
• Written rules
• Geometric layouts
The ceiling void solution is based on a four-pipe-fan-coil system. Fresh
air is provided by a central air-handling unit. Air supply to the space is via
slot diffusers in the perimeter zones and the square diffusers internally.
Whereas with plant rooms, the main integration issues are between different
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services elements, for ceiling voids the emphasis is more on integration with
non-services elements including beams, ceiling tiles and core areas. It is
firstly necessary to define these before the suited services solution can be
generated.
In practice, once the non-services elements have been defined, the
services are located approximately in order from the most to least
geometrically constrained. For the structural solution illustrated in Figures 1,
the distribution runs are located next as these are constrained to pass through
the beam holes. These are then followed in sequence by; diffusers selected to
provide the required air flow and located to integrate with the lighting; fan
coils selected to meet the zone load requirements and located to ensure
maintenance access from below; ductwork from fan coils to diffusers;
distribution ductwork (for air flow) and pipe work (for cooling water) to the
fan coil units (where not routed through beams and columns); condensate
runs from the fan coils to column droppers.

Figure 1. 2D (left) and 3D (right) ceiling layouts

The rules and solutions documented in the following table (Table 1) are
for a four pipe ceiling mounted fan coil system as the HVCA (DW144,
1998) standard solution.
Table 1. Four-pipe ceiling mounted fan coil system as the HVCA standard
Ceiling voids
Type
Rules
General
Locations
The equipment location sequence is generally as
follows:
•
Luminaries
•
Diffusers
•
Fan coil units
•
Pipe work
•
Ductwork
Equipment (i.e. diffusers and lights) should not be
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Ceiling voids

Type

Fan coil units

Selection

Sizing

Location

Diffusers

Selection

Sizing
Location

Ductwork

Selection

Sizing

Rules
located in adjacent tiles unless there is a reasonable
margin around equipment.
Units selected from manufacturers standard range
using chilled water for cooling and LPHW for heating
as required. Standard spigot plenum connections used
for supply - blanked if not all required.
Following variables defined for selecting size of fan
coil units:
•
Total air volume
•
Fresh air volume
•
Cooling required
•
Heating required
•
External pressure drop
•
Noise level
If largest unit not big enough to serve zone, then treat
with 2 of the same type, then 3 of the same type, and
so on.
Heating and cooling pipe work connections staggered
to assist coordination. Locate fan coils on riser side of
zone to minimize condensate and other pipe work runs
and air flow direction changes from the risers through
unit to the diffusers (see Figure 2). Locate 50-100 mm
below slab to allow for slab inconsistencies and slope
towards drain exit. Limit distance to diffusers to keep
pressure drop down. Avoid grouping intakes as this
can cause acoustic problems through reinforcement.
Perimeter zones - slot diffusers selected from
manufacture standard range.
Internal zones - square diffusers selected from
manufacture standard range.
Use manufacturers sizing algorithms to meet throw,
pressure drop and noise requirements.
Located square diffusers to nearest possible location
to suit lighting layout. Locate slot diffusers along
perimeter.
Local ductwork from fan coils to diffusers circular.
Distribution ductwork circular up to 200 mm, flat oval
above to limit depth requirement.
Use standard ISO/DW144 ranges (DW144, 1998).
Use fittings as defined by BSRIA (1995) Standard
Details project.
Use CIBSE Guide (1986). Local ductwork from fan
coils to diffusers sized as plenum spigot connection
subject to a maximum velocity of 3 m/s. 5 m/s
maximum velocity limit for ductwork distribution to
fan coils.
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Ceiling voids

Type
Location

Pipe work

Selection
Sizing

Location

Rules
Run duct and pipe work headers out from riser and tap
off to fan coil units. Route ductwork through cellular
beams if possible, otherwise run below beams. Route
ductwork down centre of area to be served. Branch
supply ductwork local to risers to facilitate crossovers.
Terminate extract stub duct with attenuator as “bell
mouth”.
Use fittings as defined by BSRIA Standard Details
project.
For LPHW and CHW pipe work use CIBSE Guide C
“steel pipe” (bigger and higher k factors). Base sizing
on 200 Pa/m and never exceed 250 Pa/m. Size
condensate at 20 mm from units, 40 mm for 2 or more
units, and 50 mm in risers.
Try to run in pairs (side by side) for F & R but not
essential. Reverse return arrangements preferred
where possible. Share commissioning sets if adjacent
units similar (cost and commissioning benefits)
running pipe work with a self-balancing “T”. Route
through cellular beams if possible, otherwise run
below beams.

Figure 2. Ceiling void layouts - fan coils

3.

OBJECT MODELS OF CEILING VOIDS
SOLUTION

The object model holds three main classes of objects representing the
ceiling voids space geometry, equipment and pipe work. Each class is
characterised by attributes and constraints.
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Space

The space class contains two sub-classes: the zone class and the
structural element class (e.g. column and beam). The zone geometry can
vary from a simple rectangle to an ellipse or a curved shape with known
obstructions, doors and external walls. The attributes of a zone depends on
its shape, if the zone is a polygon it will be defined by a set of points (X[n],
Y[n], Z[n]) which represent the polygon vertexes, where n equals to the
number of all vertexes. The internal structure is characterised by a reference
point, its length and its width.

3.2

Equipment

The equipment class includes the fan coil and the diffuser classes. These
classes are characterised by a reference point (X, Y, Z), a length, a width, a
Height and an orientation attribute defined as a constraint discrete variable
defined over the domain {0°, 90°} (see Figure 3, left).

Figure 3. (left) The size and distance attributes of fan coils and diffusers. (right) Geometrical
representation of pipe with set of 4 points (P1-P4) corresponding to 3 segments, 2 bends

3.3

Pipe

The pipe class is defined by a set of points (X[n], Y[n], Z[n]) and a radius
R. Each pair of successive points defines a segment of the pipe, each
segment has an orientation variable defined over the domain {0°, 90°, 180°,
270°}. A class constraint is defined to ensure that two successive segments
have different orientations. We consider the number of bends equal to the
number of pipe segments minus one (see Figure 3, right).
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CEILING VOID SPACE ALLOCATION PROCESS
The generation of a solution will follow four main steps:

1)
2)
3)
4)

4.1

Definition of the fan coil number and type.
Floor zoning.
Case retrieving.
Constraint-based case adaptation.

Definition of the fan coil number and type

Buildings have different functions like offices, shopping malls, hospitals,
restaurants etc, and each one need a particular cooling and heating loads to
serve the indoor environments. So only after defining the floor function, we
could deduce the fan coil number and type. For example, if the floor is for an
office use, the perimeter (window side) cooling load is 100w/m 2 , and the
setting is 6 × 4.5 m 2 per fan coil. For the internal area (area far from the
perimeter), the cooling load is 50 w/m 2 , and the setting is 50 m 2 per fan
coil1. To find out the appropriate fan coil type, we also need the necessary
environment data like air density, specify heat capacity, cool temperature
difference etc. All these data are saved in the application database, thus
through the user interface the engineers have just to choose the floor
function to generate automatically the appropriate fan coil type and number.

4.2

Floor zoning

In the case of a building within a complex shape, the user will through
the user interface divide the building floors in zones. As indicated in Figure
4 the zones are simple geometric primitives (e.g. circle, rectangle, triangle,
trapezoid and ellipse).
The reason for floor zoning is because the shapes of large buildings are
very complicated, which are composed of different geometrical primitives.
Therefore, it becomes impossible to find solutions directly from this
compound shape. To make it possible to solve the problem, our approach is
dividing the complex shape into the basic geometrical primitive zones, such
as rectangle, triangle, trapezoid, ellipse etc. These zones are linked together
with joint sides, and the unlinked sides are perimeter sides. The fan coils and
diffusers can be set within perimeter (window) sides and the internal areas of
different zones; finally pipes will pass through the joint sides to connect
them. Meanwhile, engineers are required to define the locations of columns,
1

Data provided by Faber and Maunsell.
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beams and internal structures (i.e. store rooms, lifts, stair rooms etc) where
the pipes and fan coils need try to avoid going through (non-overlapping
layout). For the locations of columns and beams definition, engineers are
required to select all reference lines (row and column base lines) which cross
the columns.

Figure 4. The floor is divided into 4 zones, which are assigned different colours

4.3

Case retrieving

After having defined the zones and their attributes, the next step consists
on retrieving the most similar case from the case library. The solutions of fan
coil systems for the basic geometrical floor shapes (rectangle, triangle,
trapezoid, circle and ellipse etc) are stored in the case library, where the
match between the floor zones and the retrieved similar cases is based on a
descriptive index of the shape, which approach is called Case Based
Reasoning (CBR).
The matching information we need to know includes the zone shape (i.e.
rectangle, triangle, ellipse etc), side number of polygon, position of joint and
window side, shape obliquity etc. The following table (Table 2) has listed
the key information to retrieve the case. Then, from the case retrieving a first
incomplete solution (see Figure 5) is generated and will need further
adaptation to make it usable. The retrieved case contains all necessary
topology and setting approaches. And therefore the case must be a program.
While system finds the similar case, the case program attached will be
retrieved and run to generate the first solution. The case program will set fan
coils arrangement using grid topology and CSP approach, which can set the
locations of fan coils and diffusers to avoid overlapped with internal
structures, and also avoid setting outside the boundary of grid and perimeter.
Grid topology approach represents that the zone is divided into a number
of grids, each grid will be assigned to one fan coil and no fan coil can be out
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of its grid boundary. As we known, the floor has been divided into zones; we
need to set fan coils and diffusers in each zone. An easy and quick way to set
them is using grid topology, where the zone is divided into grids, and the
sizes of grids are different between perimeter and internal area. The size of
grid will depend on the requirements of user. For example, if the floor is for
office use, then the perimeter grid area is L × W: 6 × 4.5 m 2 and internal
grid area is 50 m 2 . System will automatically calculate out the length L and
width W of internal grid based on the size of the zone.
Table 2. Key information to retrieve the case
Key information
Explanation
Shape type
What shape the zone is (i.e. rectangle, trapezoid, triangle, ellipse,
circle, arc, curved etc).
Side number
How many sides that the shape has if shape is a polygon.
Horizontal side number How many horizontal sides the shape has if shape is a polygon.
Vertical side number
How many vertical sides the shape has if shape is a polygon.
Top vertex number
How many top vertexes with same Y value the shape has if shape
is a polygon.
Bottom vertex number
How many bottom vertexes with same Y value the shape has if
shape is a polygon.
Primary radius and
Check whether primary radius equal to second radius or not if
second radius
shape is an ellipse, circle or arc.
Joint side number &
How many joint sides the shape has, and where are their location.
position
If shape is a polygon, joint side should be at perimeter. If shape is
an arc or curved, joint side should be at the line perimeter.
Window side number & How many window sides the shape has, and where are them. If
position
shape is a polygon, window side should be at perimeter. If shape is
an ellipse or circle, window side should be at elliptical perimeter.
If shape is an arc or curved, window side should be at arc and
curve side, or at line side.
Shape obliquity
What the obliquity the shape is, the range is 0° to 90°.
Fan coil arrangement
What the arrangement the fan coils are (i.e. horizontal
arrangement).

Fan coil

Figure 5. Incomplete solution generated by the case retrieving, one fan coil overlap with a
column (this is a small example, and the floor shape is not derived from Figure 4)
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Constraint-based case adaptation

The adaptation process is based on constraint programming techniques.
The method used is by substitution, where we replace some parts of the old
solution that does not fit the current situation requirements. Thus from the
incomplete solution from the case retrieving step, the system will identify
the incoherent parts of the solution, as indicated in Figure 6, where one fan
coil overlap with a column. Next this incoherency is solved using simple
constraints (e.g. inclusion constraint, non-overlapping constraint, dimension
constraint) to make it coherent. The advantage of this approach is that each
incoherency is solved separately, which decrease drastically the complexity
of the problem.
4.4.1

Dimension constraints

Dimension constraints assign a minimal or a maximal value to the object
constrained variables. This constraint is expressed by equality or inequality,
i.e. length L, width W and height H of fan coil.
4.4.2

Inclusion constraints

Inclusion constraints represent the object must be within the space, and
do not overlap with other spaces. These type of constraints are especially
important for finding the locations of fan coils and diffusers, where they
must be located within their local grid areas, and do not overlap with other
grids.

(a)

Fan coil

(b)

Fan coil

Figure 6. (a) Incomplete solution, (b) solution after local adaptation within the use of a nonoverlapping constraint between the fan coil and the column (this is a small example, and the
floor shape is not derived from Figure 4)
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Non-overlapping constraints

Non-overlapping constraints represent the fact that two objects cannot
overlap each other; it is automatically applied to all pairs of objects in our
application (i.e. fan coil to structures, fan coil to fan coil etc). Nonoverlapping constraints introduce a new non-overlapping variable with 4
elements {North, East, South, & West}. These orientation variables are
represented in order to avoid making two objects overlapped.

5.

IMPLEMENTATION & BENCHMARKING

This application is developed in JMDL (Java Modelling Language) as
embedded in Microstation/J and JSolver the constraint programming system.
Microsoft Access, the relational database application is used for the case
library. Finally we use Microstation/J to layout the object model and the 3D
rendering.
Our research has made explicitly progress, and has completed some parts
of the work which can layout the fan coils and diffusers within polygon
zones. Our completed parts include user interface, CBR and CSP
programming. The user interface is composed of several panels and the
implementation includes (see Demo in Figure 7 and 8) the data input, zoning
process and equipments (fan coils and diffusers) generation. The main steps
that user need to input are:
Step 1: Use place shape tool (i.e. place block, place polygon etc) to
enclose the zones and internal structures in the floor.
Step 2: Define the floor information which includes floor drawing unit
(i.e. millimetre or meter); floor type (i.e. office, shop, hospital etc); floor
noise requirement NR; floor height, ceiling voids height and z value of floor
bottom. And system will find out the type of fan coils to be used in the case
based from the information given.
Step 3: Define the diffuser information which includes slot diffuser size,
square diffuser size, interval of diffusers, and minimum distance from
diffuser to wall and to window. If user thinks there would be necessary to
modify the attributes of environment (i.e. perimeter and internal area sizes,
area load rate, air density etc) to match the case situation, he/she can go to
advanced panel to change them.
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Step 4: Define the architectural coordinate lines (the lines locate the
columns) which are including row and column lines. The aim to define these
lines is to locate the positions of columns and beams.
Step 5: Define the zone by selecting the shape which enclosed the zone,
and system will automatically generate the zone information (i.e. zone area,
zone shape and zone position). Also, the user needs to define the window
and joint sides of the zone by selecting the target side. Because zone shape
could be many and varied (not only the rectangle), so to make user
understand which side he/she want to target, a small scale drawing of the
zone top view is displayed, and each corner of the zone is numbered (i.e. a,
b, c …).
Step 6: Define the internal structures and the riser which user wishes fan
coils topology are non-overlapped with them. Such structures like lifts,
stairs, and some function rooms. The riser position is also need to be defined
to give the start position of pipe routing.

Figure 7. User interface panels to fan coil layout
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Figure 8. 3D fan coils and diffusers layout solution displayed on Microstation/J

The results have shown that it is possible to define and implement
standard solutions to produce designs comparable with current practice. This
benchmarking exercise has underlined many advantages and made some
suggestions for further development.
The main advantages are:
1) The system deals with complex floor shapes.
2) The retrieving of the similar case is done in reasonable time.
3) The constraint-based adaptation approach is done sequentially which
decrease the complexity of the problem.
4) The output from the solutions such as the 3D data model is beneficial to
other parties in the supply chain.
The main improvements needed:
1) To deal with curved shapes.
2) To enrich the case library.
3) To develop a retain solution mechanism.

6.

CONCLUSION

This approach has shown the potential to significantly reduce design
costs by reducing design time, improve the quality of the solution and
produce additional benefits elsewhere in the supply chain. On the
computational part, the integration of CBR and CSP approaches did achieve
a synergy, which produces results that could not be obtained if each mode
were operating individually. Further developments are being done and
concern mainly the case library enrichment and the complex problem of pipe
routing.
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Pipe routing includes the pipe routing for fan coils to their diffusers, and
fan coils connection with riser and main pipe. Pipe routing will cover
ventilation ductworks and cooling water pipes. To improve the system
automation and reduce modification time, system can update the pipe routes
after user modified the locations of fan coils and diffusers by hand. The
principle of pipe work design is connecting the fan coil (X m , Y m , Z m ) and
the pipe node (X 0n , Y 0 , Z 0 ) with the shortest distance D and the fewest
( X , Y , Z ) , where {minimize(n, D), 1 < n < m}.
bended corners
Meanwhile, pipe 1route must be non-overlapped with fan coils, diffusers,
columns, stairs and lifts etc. Therefore the general rules to create the pipe
routing among the fan coils, pipes, and riser are:
1) The pipe routing must have the shortest pipe distance, minimizing the
length of each pipe using the “branch and bound” algorithm.
2) The joints and bending points of pipe routing must be minimized.
3) The segments of pipe routing are normally horizontal, vertical or Zdepth direction.
4) All segments of pipe routing must be non-overlap with other objects (i.e.
pipes, fan coils, diffusers, columns, stairs and lifts etc).

∑

The idea to have a compromise between full automation and interactivity
gives to the designer full control of the design while assisting him to solve
complex problems automatically. This compromise is the main difference
with the aforementioned approaches in facilities layout and pipe routing. In
our application, several aspects were discussed which include case based
reasoning approach, constraint satisfaction approach, algorithm and rules of
layout solution enumeration.
The implemented user interface has shown an interactive system
ceiling voids layout design. Easy to use with high level modification of
coils layout topology, pipe work position and pipe sizing. Output from
solutions such as the 3D visualisation is beneficial to other parties in
supply chain.
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